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(54) FUEL CELL POWER SYSTEM FOR AN UNMANNED SURFACE VEHICLE

(57) A power system for an unmanned surface vehi-
cle is disclosed. In one example, the power system in-
cludes a fuel cell, a fuel storage, and an air management
system. The fuel cell includes a fuel cell stack. The fuel
cell stack includes a fuel inlet, an air inlet, and an exhaust
outlet. The fuel storage includes at least one fuel-storage
module fluidly connected to the fuel inlet of the fuel cell
stack. The fuel-storage module is a source of energy for

the fuel cell. The air management system is fluidly con-
nected to the air inlet and the exhaust outlet of the fuel
cell. An air snorkel is part of the air management system
and provides air to operate the fuel cell while the un-
manned surface vehicle is deployed on a surface of a
body of water. The air snorkel includes an intake and an
exhaust.
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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] The disclosed system relates to a power system
for an unmanned surface vehicle and, more particularly,
to a power system that includes a fuel cell and fuel storage
that is a source of energy for the fuel cell.
[0002] An unmanned surface vehicle, which may also
be referred to as an autonomous surface vehicle, oper-
ates on the surface of a body of water. Unmanned surface
vehicles may be used for exploration, long-term monitor-
ing, civilian and defense security applications, and sur-
veillance and reconnaissance, and are sometimes em-
ployed in harsh conditions as well as remote areas of the
ocean. Accordingly, unmanned surface vehicles require
high-energy power sources capable of supporting mis-
sions for a long duration of time. For example, some types
of unmanned surface vehicles may conduct surveys
across vast expanses of the ocean for up to one year.
[0003] Energy devices such as batteries, solar power,
or internal combustion engines are typically used as an
energy device to provide power to the unmanned surface
vehicle during operation. However, these energy devices
may have drawbacks, or are unable to provide the energy
required to operate the unmanned surface vehicle for
long periods of time. Batteries lack sufficient energy den-
sity to provide the energy needed for a mission having a
long duration. Furthermore, solar cells may not be a vi-
able optional as well, since there is a reduction of solar
irradiance at higher latitudes during winter. Internal com-
bustion engines are easy to refuel and have a quick turn-
around time. However, internal combustion engines are
complex mechanisms that require routine maintenance,
and have constraints that limit their utility for long-dura-
tion, unattended operation. Internal combustion engines
also create significant acoustic noise, and undesirable
circumstance for many unmanned surface vehicle mis-
sions.

SUMMARY

[0004] In one example, a power system for an un-
manned surface vehicle is disclosed. The power system
includes a fuel cell, a fuel storage, and an air manage-
ment system. The fuel cell includes a fuel cell stack. The
fuel cell stack includes a fuel inlet, an air inlet, and an
exhaust outlet. The fuel storage includes at least one
fuel-storage module fluidly connected to the fuel inlet of
the fuel cell stack. The fuel-storage module is a source
of energy for the fuel cell. The air management system
is fluidly connected to the air inlet and the exhaust outlet
of the fuel cell. An air snorkel is part of the air manage-
ment system and provides air to operate the fuel cell while
the unmanned surface vehicle is deployed upon a sur-
face of a body of water. The air snorkel includes an intake
for receiving ambient air supplied to the fuel cell stack
and an exhaust for expelling exhausted air and exhaust-

ed water-vapor created by the fuel cell stack.
[0005] In another example, a power system for an un-
manned surface vehicle is disclosed. The power system
includes a fuel cell, a fuel storage, and a fuel and thermal
management system. The fuel cell includes a fuel cell
stack. The fuel cell stack includes a fuel inlet. The fuel
storage includes at least one fuel-storage module fluidly
connected to the fuel inlet of the fuel cell stack. The fuel-
storage module is a source of energy for the fuel cell.
The fuel and thermal management system is fluidly con-
nected to the fuel inlet of the fuel cell stack. The fuel and
thermal management system comprises a heat exchang-
er, a flow valve, a pressure regulator, and a conduit. The
heat exchanger is in thermal communication with the fuel
cell stack for removing waste heat produced by the fuel
cell stack during operation. The conduit fluidly connects
the fuel storage to the fuel cell stack, and the flow valve
and the pressure regulator are both located along the
conduit.
[0006] In still another example, a method of providing
air to operate a fuel cell of a power system is disclosed,
where the power system is used to power an unmanned
surface vehicle. The air is provided while the unmanned
surface vehicle is deployed within a body of water. The
method includes fluidly connecting a fuel storage includ-
ing at least one fuel-storage module to a fuel inlet of a
fuel cell stack of the fuel cell. The fuel-storage module is
a source of is a source of energy for the fuel cell. The
method also includes fluidly connecting an air manage-
ment system to an air inlet and an exhaust outlet of the
fuel cell. The method also includes fluidly connecting an
air management system to the air inlet and the exhaust
outlet of the fuel cell. The method further includes pro-
viding air to operate the fuel cell by an air snorkel that is
part of the air management system. The air snorkel in-
cludes an air intake for receiving ambient air supplied to
the fuel cell stack and an exhaust for expelling exhausted
air and exhausted water-vapor created by the fuel cell
stack. Other objects and advantages of the disclosed
method and system will be apparent from the following
description, the accompanying drawings and the ap-
pended claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007]

FIG. 1 is an exemplary schematic block diagram of
the disclosed power system for an unmanned sur-
face vehicle, where the power system includes a fuel
cell and a fuel storage;

FIGS. 2A-2B are a detailed schematic block diagram
of the power system shown in FIG. 1 including a fuel
cell stack of the fuel cell, an air management system
having an air snorkel subsystem, a control system,
and a fuel and thermal management system;
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FIGS. 3A-3B are an illustration of the air snorkel sub-
system purging ingested water;

FIG. 4 is a process flow diagram of the air snorkel
subsystem in FIG. 3 purging the ingested water;

FIGS. 5A-5B are an illustration of the air snorkel sub-
system preheating the fuel cell stack during cold tem-
peratures;

FIG. 6 is a process flow diagram of the air snorkel
subsystem in FIGS. 5A-5B preheating the fuel cell
stack;

FIGS. 7A-7B are an illustration of the air snorkel sub-
system delivering oxygen to the fuel cell stack;

FIG. 8 is a process flow diagram of the air snorkel
subsystem in FIGS. 7A-7B delivering oxygen to the
fuel cell stack;

FIGS. 9A-9B are an illustration of the air snorkel sub-
system purging water from the fuelFIG. 10 is a proc-
ess flow diagram of the air snorkel subsystem in
FIGS. 9A-9B purging water from the fuel cell stack;

FIGS. 11A-11B are an illustration of the air snorkel
subsystem operating at a heat removal mode;

FIG. 12 is a process flow diagram of the air snorkel
subsystem in FIGS. 11A-11B operating at the heat
removal mode;

FIGS. 13A-13B are an illustration of the fuel and ther-
mal management system preheating hydrogen fuel
stored in the fuel storage;

FIG. 14 is a process flow diagram of the fuel and
thermal management system in FIGS. 13A-13B pre-
heating the hydrogen fuel stored in the fuel storage;

FIGS. 15A-15B are an illustration of a fuel and ther-
mal management system using waste heat created
by the fuel cell stack to catalyze hydrogen production
of metal-hydride fuel;

FIG. 16 is a process flow diagram of the fuel and
thermal management system in FIGS. 15A-15B us-
ing the waste heat to catalyze hydrogen production
of metal-hydride fuel;

FIGS. 17A-17B are an illustration of the fuel and ther-
mal management system removing waste heat from
the fuel cell stack; and

FIG. 18 is a process flow diagram of the fuel and
thermal management system in FIGS. 17A-17B re-
moving the waste heat from the fuel cell stack using

a heat exchanger cooled by ocean water.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0008] FIG. 1 is an exemplary schematic block diagram
of the disclosed power system 10 for an unmanned sur-
face vehicle 12. The power system 10 includes a fuel cell
20, a battery 22, a power conditioner 24, an energy man-
agement control system 26, a fuel and thermal manage-
ment system 28, an air management system 30, a water-
vapor management system 32, and a fuel storage 34. In
the example as shown, multiple fuel-storage modules 40
are fluidly connected to a fuel inlet 42 of the fuel cell 20.
The fuel storage 34 accommodates refueling of the pow-
er system 10, without the need to remove elements or
open enclosures included within the power system 10.
The fuel storage 34 is a source of energy for the fuel cell
20, and allows for the power system 10 to provide the
energy required to operate the unmanned surface vehicle
12, especially during long duration missions. In one ex-
emplary example, a mission having a long duration lasts
up to one year.
[0009] In the example as described, the fuel storage
34 is a scalable metal-hydride fuel storage substrate.
However, in an alternative example the fuel storage 34
contains gaseous hydrogen, cryogenic liquid hydrogen,
or other hydrogen-dense gaseous and liquid fuels such
as propane, methanol, and propanol. In fact, the fuel stor-
age 34 may contain any hydrogen bearing molecule with
high fraction of hydrogen by molecular weight such as
methanol, propanol, and propane. However, the heating
the fuel storage substrate, which is described below and
shown in FIGS. 13A-13B, is only applicable to metal-
hydride fuels. The fuel cell 20 produces the energy re-
quired to operate the unmanned surface vehicle 12. In
addition to energy, the fuel cell 20 also produces water
vapor and heat as byproducts. Accordingly, the fuel cell
20 includes a heat outlet 48 and an exhaust outlet 50 to
remove the byproducts. As seen in FIG. 1, the exhaust
outlet 50 and the heat outlet 48 are both fluidly connected
to the fuel and thermal management system 28. The fuel
cell 20 sends exhaust gases to the fuel and thermal man-
agement system 28 through the exhaust outlet 50. Sim-
ilarly, the fuel cell 20 sends heat to the fuel and thermal
management system 28 through the heat outlet 48. The
fuel and thermal management system 28 dissipates the
exhaust to the air and the heat directly to the water (not
illustrated) surrounding the unmanned surface vehicle
12. For example, the unmanned surface vehicle 12 may
dissipate heat into surrounding seawater and water vapor
and heated air into the surrounding air.
[0010] The fuel cell 20 includes an electrical power out-
put 54 connected to the battery 22. The battery 22 is
recharged by the energy provided by the electrical power
output 54 of the fuel cell 20. The battery 22 is a recharge-
able battery that may be charged and discharged multiple
times. The battery 22 is also connected to the energy
management control system 26 and the power condition-
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er 24. The power conditioner 24 is a DC-to-DC converter
that converts direct current from one voltage level to an-
other voltage level.
[0011] The air management system 30 supplies air to
the fuel cell 20 through an air inlet 60. The fuel cell 20 is
fluidly connected to the water-vapor management sys-
tem 32 at the exhaust outlet 50, where water is expelled
from the fuel cell 20 through the exhaust outlet 50 and
to the water-vapor management system 32. The water-
vapor management system 32 utilizes the air manage-
ment system 30 to improve a water balance coefficient
of the fuel cell 20. A more detailed view of the air man-
agement system 30 is illustrated in FIGS. 2A-2B. Refer-
ring now to both FIGS. 1 and 2, the air management
system 30 includes an air intake 70 and an exhaust 72
that are part of an air snorkel 76. The air intake 70 re-
ceives ambient air, and the exhaust expels air and ex-
haust water created by the fuel cell 20. As seen in FIGS.
2A-2B, the air management system 30 supplies air to a
fuel cell stack 80, which is part of the fuel cell 20. Spe-
cifically, the air intake 70 receives air that is supplied to
the fuel cell stack 80, and exhausted air and exhausted
water-vapor created by the fuel cell stack 80 are expelled
from the power system 10 (FIG. 1) though the exhaust
72. FIGS. 2A-2B also illustrates the energy management
control system 26 and the fuel and thermal management
system 28.
[0012] Continuing to refer to FIGS. 2A-2B, the energy
management control system 26 monitors a plurality of
environmental condition sensors. In the example as
shown, the environmental condition sensors include a
wave sensor 82 for indicating a sea state, a wind sensor
84 for indicating wind speed, a rain sensor 86 for indicat-
ing precipitation, an ambient humidity sensor 88 for indi-
cating ambient air humidity, and a pressure sensor 90 to
indicate ambient air pressure. In one example, the sea
state may include parameters such as, but not limited to,
wave height, wave period and wave direction, and in-
stantaneous platform attitude angles (roll, pitch, and
yaw). The energy management control system 26 mon-
itors the sensors 82, 84, 86, 88, 90, and makes a decision
to continue or terminate operation of the power system
10 based on the sea state and weather conditions. For
example, the energy management control system 26
monitors the sea state to ensure that the air snorkel 76
is not over-washed by seawater. The energy manage-
ment control system 26 also monitors instantaneous plat-
form attitude for extreme angle conditions that may indi-
cate excessive instantaneous wave conditions. In an ex-
ample, air snorkel primary intake and exhaust valves 104,
106 are temporarily closed to substantially prevent water
ingress from infrequent instance of wave over-wash of
the unmanned surface vehicle 12. In the example as
shown in FIGS. 2A-2B, the air snorkel 76 includes a con-
duit 101 for transporting air throughout the air snorkel 76.
Specifically, ambient air enters the conduit 101 through
the air intake 70 and air and water exhaust exit the conduit
101 through the exhaust 72.

[0013] The sensors 82, 84, 86, 88, 90 are each in com-
munication with a control module 92. The control module
92 receives as input signals indicative of the sea state
from the wave sensor 82, the wind speed from the wind
sensor 84, the precipitation from the rain sensor 86, air
humidity from the ambient humidity sensor 88, and air
pressure from the pressure sensor 90. The control mod-
ule 92 may refer to, or be part of, an application specific
integrated circuit (ASIC), an electronic circuit, a combi-
national logic circuit, a field programmable gate array
(FPGA), a processor (shared, dedicated, or group) com-
prising hardware or software that executes code, or a
combination of some or all of the above, such as in a
system-on-chip. The control module 92 monitors the sen-
sors 82, 84, 86, 88, 90 for the sea state and weather
conditions.
[0014] In addition to monitoring the sea state and the
weather conditions, the control module 92 also monitors
and controls the air snorkel 76 and the fuel and thermal
management system 28. The control module 92 is in
communication with or includes valve controls 94, pump
controls 96, a blower control 98, a heater control 100,
and air snorkel sensors 102 of the air snorkel 76. The
control module 92 sends a signal to the valve controls
94 to control a plurality of valves that are part of the air
snorkel 76. Specifically, the air snorkel 76 includes the
air snorkel primary intake valve (first air valve) 104 that
is fluidly connected to the air intake 70, the exhaust valve
(second air valve) 106 fluidly connected to the exhaust
72, a recirculation valve 108, air valves 110, 112, water
valves 114, 116, and two-way valves 118, 120. These
two way valves 118, 120 are sometimes referred to herein
as "three-port valves" 118, 120 and "two-way diverting
valves" 118, 120. The water valves 114, 116 are located
in respective sumps 113, 115. The sumps 113, 115 col-
lect water that enters the conduit 101 through the air in-
take 70 and exhaust 72, respectively. The recirculation
valve 108 is a variable flow valve located along the con-
duit 101, and is for mixing the ambient air entering the
air intake 70 with the air expelled from the exhaust 72.
The recirculation valve 108 includes a fully opened po-
sition, a fully closed position, and a plurality of variable
positions between the fully opened and closed positions.
[0015] As seen in FIGS. 2A-2B, the two-way valves
118, 120 fluidly connect the air snorkel 76 to the fuel cell
stack 80. Specifically, the two-way valve 120 fluidly con-
nects the air snorkel 76 to the fuel cell stack 80 to an inlet
conduit 123. The inlet conduit 123, which corresponds
to the exhaust outlet 50 of the fuel cell 20 in FIG. 1, is a
passage that allows for water-vapor and exhaust created
by the fuel cell stack 80 to enter the air snorkel 76. The
two-way valve 118 fluidly connects to an outlet conduit
121. The outlet conduit 121, which corresponds to the
air inlet 60 shown in FIG. 1, creates a passage for intake
or ambient air to enter into to the fuel cell stack 80. The
air snorkel 76 is a device that provides air to operate the
fuel cell 20 while the unmanned surface vehicle 12 (FIG.
1) is deployed on a surface of a body of water.
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[0016] The pump controls 96 are for the control of var-
ious pumps that are part of the air snorkel 76. In the ex-
ample as shown in FIGS. 2A-2B, the air snorkel 76 in-
cludes a water pump 122 fluidly connected to the water
valves 114, 116 by the conduit 101. When the water
valves 114, 116 are opened and the water pump 122 is
activated, the water collected within the sumps 113, 115
is purged and drained to seawater. The air snorkel 76
also includes a water pump 124 fluidly connected to a
condenser 130. As explained below, the condenser 130
condenses any water vapor carried by the air traveling
through the conduit 101, and the water pump 124 purges
the condensed water collected by the condenser 130
from the air snorkel 76 to seawater.
[0017] The blower control 98 is used to monitor and
control an air blower 132. The air blower 132 circulates
forced air throughout the conduit 101 when activated,
and is situated upstream of the condenser 130. The blow-
er control 98 monitors the air flow sensor 128 and adjusts
the speed of the air blower 132 to achieve a target air
flow rate. The heater control 100 monitors and controls
a heater 134. The heater 134 is located upstream of the
condenser 130 and downstream of the air blower 132.
The heater 134 elevates the temperature of the forced
air circulated by the air blower 132. In the exemplary ex-
ample as shown, the heater 134 includes a heating ele-
ment 138 located within the conduit 101 for heating air.
However, other types of heating devices that heat the air
within the conduit 101 may be used as well. The con-
denser control 105 monitors a humidity sensor to control
the condenser 130 to remove water vapor from the air
for the fuel-cell water purge cycle.
[0018] Finally, the air snorkel sensor control 102 are
for monitoring and controlling the various sensors located
within the air conduit 101 of the air snorkel 76. In the
example as shown in FIGS. 2A-2B, the air snorkel 76
includes a temperature sensor 140 downstream of the
air intake 70, a temperature sensor 142 downstream of
the exhaust 72, a water sensor 144 to monitor the sump
113, and a water sensor 146 to monitor the sump 115.
The air snorkel 76 also includes a salt filter 152 and a
particulate filter 154, which are both upstream of the air
blower 132. The salt filter 152 removes salt and the par-
ticulate filter 154 removes contaminates from the air
traveling through the conduit 101.
[0019] As explained in greater detail below, the air
snorkel 76 substantially prevents seawater and rainwater
intrusion into the fuel cell stack 80. The air snorkel 76
also provides a preheat function for the fuel cell stack 80
based on the power system 10 (FIG. 1) starting at ex-
tremely cold conditions. In one exemplary example, the
extremely cold conditions include ambient temperatures
of about 5°C and below. The air snorkel 76 also delivers
oxygen (O2) to the fuel cell stack 80. The air snorkel 76
provides an ice prevention feature. Specifically, the fuel
cell stack 80 is purged of water-vapor in response to the
fuel cell stack 80 experiencing the cold conditions during
non-use, which in turn substantially prevents ice forma-

tion in the fuel cell stack 80. Finally, the air snorkel 76
also removes waste heat created by the operation of the
fuel cell stack 80.
[0020] Continuing to refer to FIGS. 2A-2B, the control
module 92 is in communication with valve controls 160,
pump controls 162, a fuel heater control 164, and fuel
and thermal sensors control 166 of the fuel and thermal
management system 28. The valve controls 160 are for
monitoring and controlling a plurality of valves that are
part of the fuel and thermal management system 28. In
the example as shown in FIGS. 2A-2B, the fuel and ther-
mal management system 28 includes a flow valve 168,
a pressure regulator 170, and a conduit 172 for trans-
porting fuel. The conduit 172 fluidly connects the fuel
storage 34 to the fuel cell stack 80, and the flow valve
168 and the pressure regulator 170 are both located
along the conduit 172.
[0021] As seen in FIGS. 2A-2B, a heat exchanger 180
is in thermal communication with the fuel cell stack 80,
and is for removing waste heat produced by the fuel cell
stack 80 during operation. A primary liquid pump 176
(also referred to as a liquid pump 176) of the heat ex-
changer 180 circulates coolant flowing within a primary
circuit 177 between the fuel cell stack 80 and the heat
exchanger 180. A secondary pump 188 of the heat ex-
changer 180 circulates coolant in a secondary circuit 189
between the fuel storage 34 and the heat exchanger 180.
The secondary pump 188 is a variable displacement
pump that varies the coolant flow between the heat ex-
changer 180 and the fuel storage 34. The fuel and thermal
management system 28 includes a three-way valve 182
fluidly connected to the heat exchanger 180 and a three-
way valve 186 fluidly connected to the fuel storage 34.
A temperature sensor 198 monitors the temperature of
coolant flowing between the fuel storage 34 and the heat
exchanger 180. A liquid valve 190 is also located in a
diverter conduit 192. The valve 190 is opened in order
to allow coolant to flow through the diverter conduit 192.
The coolant is then cooled by a water-cooled heat ex-
changer 195. In water-cooled heat exchanger 195 is
cooled by a body of water in which the unmanned surface
vehicle 12 (FIG. 1) is deployed. For example, the water-
cooled heat exchanger may be cooled by an ocean’s
water.
[0022] The fuel heater control 164 is for monitoring and
controlling a heater 202. The heater 202 is in thermal
communication with and heats the fuel contained within
the fuel storage 34. Finally, the sensor controls 166 is for
monitoring and controlling various sensors of the fuel and
thermal management system 28. Specifically, the fuel
and thermal management system 28 includes a pressure
sensor 206 and a temperature sensor 208 for monitoring
the fuel storage 34. The fuel and thermal management
system 28 also includes a temperature sensor 210 for
monitoring the temperature of the fuel cell stack 80 and
a temperature sensor 212 for monitoring the temperature
of the heat exchanger 180.
[0023] As explained in greater detail below, the fuel
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and thermal management system 28 delivers fuel, which
is hydrogen (H2), to the fuel cell stack 80 through the
conduit 172. In the event the fuel storage 34 stores metal
hydride, then waste heat created by the fuel cell stack
80 is used to catalyze the production of hydrogen. The
fuel and thermal management system 28 also substan-
tially eliminates reaction waste heat from the fuel cell
stack 80, thereby providing cooling.
[0024] FIGS. 3A-3B are an illustration of the air snorkel
76 operating in a water purge mode to remove any water
residing within the sumps 113, 115 of the air conduit 101.
In the examples as shown, an "O" indicates that a valve
is open, and a "X" indicates that a particular valve has
been closed. As seen in the figures, the conduit 101 of
the air snorkel 76 is bent to define two bends 220, 222
directly adjacent to the air intake 70. The bends 220, 222
are bent in opposing directions. In the example as shown,
both bends 220, 222 are bent at substantially ninety de-
gree angles. The conduit 101 is also bent to define two
bends 224, 226 directly adjacent to the exhaust 72. The
bends 224, 226 are also bent in opposing directions, and
at substantially ninety degree angles. The bent configu-
ration of the conduit 101 at the air intake 70 and the ex-
haust 72 substantially prevents the ingression of rain and
seawater spray into the air snorkel 76 when the first and
second air valves 104, 106 are open. Although FIGS. 3A-
3B illustrates bends, other configurations and geometries
may be used as well to substantially prevent water in-
gression such as, for example, a generally U-shaped
bend (i.e., an arcuate portion with two relatively straight
sides).
[0025] Although the conduit 101 includes the bent con-
figuration to substantially prevent the intrusion of seawa-
ter, it is still possible for the air snorkel 76 to ingest sea-
water during high sea states. The control module 92 mon-
itors the water sensors 144, 146 to determine the pres-
ence of water or other liquids in the respective sumps
113, 115. In response to determining the presence of
water or other liquid within the sumps 113, 115, the con-
trol module 92 places the air snorkel 76 into the water
purge mode, which purges the water collected within the
sumps 113, 115.
[0026] The air valve 110, which is located downstream
of the air intake valve 104 and the air intake 70, is a water-
tight air valve and is placed into the closed position by
the valve control 94, thereby substantially preventing the
ingression of water into a main circuit 178 of the conduit
101 during the air purge mode. Specifically, the air valve
110 substantially prevent the ingression of water that
passes through the air intake valve 104 and down an
inlet side 230 of a main branch 232 of the conduit 101.
Similarly, the air valve 112, which is located upstream of
the exhaust valve 106 and the exhaust 72, is a water-
tight air valve also placed into the closed position to sub-
stantially prevent the ingression of water into the main
circuit 178 of the conduit 101 during the water purge
mode. Specifically, the air valve 112 substantially pre-
vents the ingression of water that passes through the

exhaust valve 106, and travels down an exhaust side 234
of the main branch 232 of the conduit 101. The three-
port valve 118 is a two-way diverting valve, where each
port 240A, 240B, 240C of the three-port valve 118 is shut.
Similarly, the three-port valve 120 is also a two-way di-
verting valve, where each port 242A, 242B, 242C is also
shut. Finally, the water pump 122 connected to the water
valves 114, 116 is activated by the pump control 96 to
thereby purge the water collected within the sumps 113,
115.
[0027] As seen in FIGS. 3A-3B, the conduit 101 defines
both the sumps 113, 115, which are for collecting water.
The water pump 122 is fluidly connected to both of the
sumps 113, 115. During the water purge mode, the valve
control 94 closes both of the three-port valves 118, 120
connecting the air snorkel 76 with the fuel cell stack 80.
The water collected within the sumps 113, 115 is re-
moved by opening the air intake valve 104 and the ex-
haust air valve 106, and then activating the water pump
122. The water pump 122 creates a suction within the
conduit 101 of the air snorkel 76. The suction causes
ambient air to be drawn into both of the air intake 70 and
the exhaust 72.
[0028] The water purging operation is now explained.
FIG. 4 is a process flow diagram illustrating a method
400 for purging the water collected within the sumps 113,
115 of the main conduit 101 of the air snorkel 76. Refer-
ring now to both FIGS. 3 and 4, method 400 begins at
block 402. In block 402, the air intake valve 104 directly
adjacent to the air intake 70 and the valve 106 adjacent
to the exhaust 72 are both opened. Once the valves 104,
106 are opened, then the method 400 proceeds to block
404. In block 404, the water pump 122 is activated. The
method 400 then proceeds to decision block 406. In block
406, the control module 92 continuously monitors the wa-
ter sensors 144, 146 until water is no longer detected
within the sumps. Once there is no more water detected
within the sumps 113, 115, the method 400 then pro-
ceeds to block 408. In block 408, the water pump 122 is
turned off. The method may then proceed to block 410.
In block 410, the air intake valve 104 directly adjacent to
the air intake 70 and the exhaust air valve 106 adjacent
to the exhaust 72 are both closed. Method 400 then ter-
minates.
[0029] FIGS. 5A-5B are an illustration of the air snorkel
76 preheating the fuel cell stack 80 to a threshold tem-
perature. In one exemplary example, the threshold tem-
perature is about 5°C or below. The air snorkel 76 pre-
heats the fuel cell stack 80 by closing the air valves 104,
106, opening the recirculation valve 108, opening the air
valves 110, 112, closing the water valves 114, 116, and
activating both the air blower 132 and the heater 134.
Also, the port 240A of the two-way diverting valve 118
located at the outlet conduit 121 and the port 240B lo-
cated upstream of the air valve 112 are opened, and the
remaining port 240C is in the closed position. Similarly,
the port 242A of the two-way diverting valve 120 located
at the inlet conduit 123 and the port 242B located down-
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stream of the condenser 130 are both in the open posi-
tion, and the remaining port 242C is in the closed position.
[0030] The air blower 132 is activated to circulate the
forced air throughout the conduit 101, and the heater 134
is also activated to elevate the temperature of the forced
air circulated by the air blower 132. The conduit 101 is
fluidly connected to the fuel cell stack 80 by the inlet con-
duit 123, which corresponds to the air inlet 60 of the fuel
cell 20 in FIG. 1, and the outlet conduit 121, which cor-
responds to the exhaust outlet 50 shown in FIG. 1. Thus,
the forced air travels from the conduit 101 to the fuel cell
stack 80 through the air inlet 60 (FIG. 1). The forced air
warms the fuel cell stack 80 to a warm-up temperature.
The warm-up temperature represents a minimum start-
up temperature of the fuel cell stack 80.
[0031] FIG. 6 is a process flow diagram illustrating a
method 600 for preheating the fuel cell stack 80 prior to
fuel-cell startup if the fuel-cell temperature is below a
minimum threshold for operation. In one example, the
method 600 is performed after the water purging as de-
scribed above and illustrated in both FIGS. 3 and 4. Re-
ferring now to both FIGS. 5 and 6, method 600 begins at
decision block 602. In decision block 602, the control
module 92 checks the temperature sensor 210 to deter-
mine whether the temperature of the fuel cell stack 80
has dropped to or is below the threshold temperature. In
response to the temperature of the fuel cell stack 80 being
above the threshold temperature, the method 600 termi-
nates. In response to the temperature of the fuel cell stack
80 being equal to or below the threshold temperature,
the method 600 proceeds to block 604. In block 604, the
air intake valve 104 directly adjacent to the air intake 70
and the exhaust air valve 106 directly adjacent to the
exhaust 72 are both closed. The method 600 then pro-
ceeds to block 606. In block 606, the recirculation valve
108 is opened. The method 600 then proceeds to block
608. In block 608, the air blower 132 is activated to re-
circulate the forced air throughout the conduit 101 of the
air snorkel 76. The method then proceeds to block 610.
In block 610, the heater 134 is activated in order to pro-
duce heat, which increases the temperature of the forced
air recirculating within the conduit 101 of the air snorkel
76 and the fuel cell stack 80. The method then proceeds
to decision block 612. In decision block 612, the control
module 92 continues to monitor the temperature sensor
210 until the temperature of the fuel cell stack 80 is equal
to or greater than the warm-up temperature. Once the
fuel cell stack 80 is equal to or greater than the warm-up
temperature, then the method 600 terminates.
[0032] FIGS. 7A-7B is an illustration of the air snorkel
76 delivering oxygen-containing air to the fuel cell stack
80. The air snorkel 76 typically delivers oxygen-contain-
ing air to the fuel cell stack 80 when the fuel cell stack 8
is operating at relatively low power levels such that all of
the oxygen is not consumed during operation. The air
snorkel 76 delivers air filtered by both the salt filter 152
and the particulate filter 154 to the fuel cell stack 80. As
seen in FIGS. 7A-7B, the valve control 94 opens the air

valves 104, 106 into the open position, closes the recir-
culation valve 108 into the closed position, opens the air
valves 110, 112 into the open position, and closes the
water valves 114, 116 into the closed position. The port
240A of the two-way diverting valve 118A located at the
outlet conduit 121 and the port 240B located upstream
of the air valve 112 are opened, and the remaining port
240C is in the closed position. Similarly, the port 242A
of the two-way diverting valve 120 located at the inlet
conduit 123 and the port 242B located downstream of
the condenser 130 are both in the open position, and the
remaining port 242C is in the closed position.
[0033] The air blower 132 is activated to recirculate the
oxygen-containing air throughout the conduit 101 of the
air snorkel 76 and to the fuel cell stack 80. The control
module 92 monitors the temperature sensor 140 located
adjacent to the air intake 70, which is indicative of the
temperature of the ambient air that is provided to the fuel
cell stack 80. The control module 92 also monitors the
temperature sensor 142, which is indicative of the tem-
perature of exhaust air. The control module 92 compares
the temperature of the ambient air with a target fuel cell
operating temperature, which is a target temperature at
which the fuel cell 20 functions.
[0034] The control module 92 determines that the am-
bient temperature is either above or equal to or below
the target fuel cell operating condition. In response to the
control module 92 determining the ambient temperature
is equal to or below the target fuel cell operating temper-
ature, the control module 92 then monitors the temper-
ature of the exhaust air by the temperature sensor 142.
The control module 92 compares the temperature of the
exhaust air with a mixing temperature. The mixing tem-
perature represents an exhaust temperature that is suf-
ficient to mix with the ambient air from the air intake 70
to raise the temperature of the intake air to the fuel cell
operating temperature. In response to the control module
92 determining that the exhaust temperature is equal to
or above the mixing temperature, the control module 92
sends a signal to the valve controls 94 to open the recir-
culation valve 108. The recirculation valve 108 is opened
to mix the exhaust with the ambient air and raise the
temperature of the intake air to the target fuel cell oper-
ating temperature. Specifically, the recirculation valve
108 is opened into either the fully opened position or into
one of the plurality of variable positions based on the
temperature of the ambient air, and mixes the ambient
air with the air expelled by the exhaust 72 to raise the
temperature of the ambient air to the target fuel cell op-
erating temperature. The control module 92 continues to
monitor the temperature sensor 140 and adjusts the
valve position based on the temperature of the ambient
air until the ambient air is equal to the temperature of the
target fuel cell operating condition.
[0035] In an alternative example, instead of opening
the recirculation valve 108, the heater 134 is activated
instead. Activating the heater 134 also raises the tem-
perature of the air entering the fuel cell stack 80. Specif-
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ically, in response to the control module 92 determining
that the temperature of the exhaust air is less than the
mixing temperature, the control module 92 sends a signal
to the heater control 100 indicating that the heater 134
is to be activated.
[0036] FIG. 8 is a process flow diagram illustrating a
method 800 for delivering oxygen-containing air to the
fuel cell stack 80. In one example, the method 800 is
performed after the water purging as described above
and illustrated in both FIGS. 3 and 4. Referring now to
both FIGS. 7 and 8, method 800 begins at block 802. In
block 802, the air intake valve 104 and the exhaust valve
106 are both opened. The method 800 then proceeds to
block 804. In block 804, the air blower 132 is activated
by the blower control 98 to recirculate the oxygen-con-
taining air throughout the conduit 101 of the air snorkel
76. The method 800 then proceeds to decision block 806.
In decision block 806, the control module 92 monitors
the air temperature at the air intake 70 by the temperature
sensor 140 and the air temperature at the exhaust 72 by
the temperature sensor 142. In response to the temper-
ature sensor 140 indicating that ambient air entering the
air intake 70 is equal to or above a target fuel cell oper-
ating temperature, method 800 is terminated.
[0037] In response to the temperature sensor 140 in-
dicating that ambient air entering the intake is less than
a target fuel cell operating temperature, method 800 then
proceeds to block 808. In block 810, the control module
92 either actuates the recirculation valve 108 in order to
heat the ambient air to the target fuel cell operating tem-
perature, or activates the heater 134 to warm the air flow-
ing in the conduit 101 to the target fuel cell operating
temperature. As explained above, the control module 92
opens the recirculation valve 108 only if the temperature
of the exhaust gas is at or above the mixing temperature,
otherwise the heater 134 is activated. The method 800
is then terminated.
[0038] FIGS. 9A-9B are an illustration of the air snorkel
76 purging moisture from the fuel cell stack 80 when the
fuel cell stack 80 is not in operation. Purging moisture
from the fuel cell stack 80 substantially prevents ice for-
mation when the fuel cell stack 80 experiences temper-
atures at or below the freezing point of water. As seen in
FIGS. 9A-9B, the valve control 94 closes the air valves
104, 106, opens the recirculation valve 108, opens the
air valves 110, 112, and closes the water valves 114,
116. The port 240A of the two-way diverting valve 118
located at the outlet conduit 121 and the port 240A lo-
cated upstream of the air valve 112 are both open, and
the remaining port 240C is in the closed position. Simi-
larly, the port 242A of the two-way diverting valve 120
located at the inlet conduit 123 and the port 242B located
downstream of the condenser 130 are both in the open
position, and the remaining port 242C is in the closed
position. The blower control 98 activates the air blower
132 to recirculate air throughout the conduit 101 of the
air snorkel 76. The control module 92 also activates the
condenser 130 to condense water vapor contained by

the air traveling through the conduit 101. The water pump
124 is fluidly connected to the condenser 130 such that
when the water pump 124 is activated, the condensed
water flows through the water pump 124 and is drained
to seawater.
[0039] In the example as shown in FIGS. 9A-9B, the
air snorkel 76 also includes a humidity sensor 260. The
humidity sensor 260 is positioned within the conduit 101
at a location upstream of the air valve 112 and down-
stream two-way valve 118 in communication with the out-
let conduit 121. If the humidity sensor 260 is included, a
reading of an amount of water vapor added to the exhaust
air may be determined by comparing the humidly of the
air detected by the humidity sensor 107. If the humidity
sensor 260 is not included, then the humidity sensor 107
is monitored instead to determine humidity. The humidity
sensor 260 is also in communication with the control mod-
ule 92. The control module 92 monitors the humidity sen-
sors 107, 260 to determine humidity. Specifically, the
control module 92 determines the presence of moisture
within the fuel cell stack 80 unless the humidity reading
is less than a negligible amount. The process flow dia-
gram illustrated in FIG. 10 illustrates a method of purging
the fuel cell stack 80 of moisture.
[0040] The process to remove moisture from the fuel
cell stack 80 is now explained. FIG. 10 is a process flow
diagram illustrating a method 1000 for water or moisture
purging. Referring now to both FIGS. 9 and 10, method
1000 begins at block 1002. In block 1002, the valve con-
trol 94 closes the first air valve 104 directly adjacent to
the air intake 70 and the valve 106 adjacent to the exhaust
72. Once the valves 104, 106 are closed, then the method
1000 proceeds to block 1004. In block 1004, the recircu-
lation valve 108 is placed into the open position. The
method 1000 then proceeds to block 1006. In block 1006,
the air blower 132 is activated to recirculate air within the
conduit 101. The method 1000 then proceeds to decision
block 1008. In decision block 1008 the control module
92 monitors the humidity sensor 260 to determine the
presence of moisture within the fuel cell stack 80. In re-
sponse to the control module 92 determining that the fuel
cell stack 80 does not contain a substantial amount of
moisture, the method 1000 may terminate.
[0041] In response to the control module 92 determin-
ing the fuel cell stack 80 contains moisture, method 1000
proceeds to decision block 1010. In block 1010, the con-
trol module 92 monitors the ambient humidity sensor 88
to determine the ambient air humidity. In response to the
control module 92 determining that ambient air humidity
exceeds a threshold relative humidity that indicates the
presence of moisture within the fuel cell stack 80, the
method 1000 proceeds to block 1012. In block 1012, the
condenser 130 is activated. Method 1000 then proceeds
to decision block 1014. In block 1014, the control module
92 continuously monitors the humidity sensor 260 until
the fuel cell stack 80 is substantially free of moisture, and
method 1000 may terminate.
[0042] In an alternative approach to method 1000, in
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response to the ambient air humidity being equal to or
less than the threshold relative humidity, the method
1000 proceeds to block 1016. In block 1016, the air snor-
kel 76 provides ambient air to the fuel cell stack 80 by
circulating ambient air throughout the conduit 101 by the
air blower 132. This is achieved by opening both air
valves 104, 106. The ambient air may then circulate
throughout the air snorkel 76 and to the fuel cell stack 80
for a predetermined amount of time such as, for example,
about five minutes. The method 1000 may then proceed
to decision block 1018. In decision block 1018, the air
valves 104, 106 are closed, and the control module 92
monitors the humidity sensor 260 to determine the pres-
ence of moisture. In response to the control module 92
determining the presence of moisture, method 1000 re-
turns to block 1016. However, in response to the control
module 92 determining the fuel cell stack 80 is substan-
tially free of water, method 1000 may then terminate.
[0043] FIGS. 11A-11B are an illustration of the air snor-
kel 76 operating at a heat removal mode. During the heat
removal mode waste heat created by the fuel cell stack
80 during operation is removed, without the need to cir-
culate coolant through the heat exchanger 180 of the
energy management control system 26. Instead, as ex-
plained below, an air flow rate through the fuel cell stack
80 is increased. Specifically, the air blower 132 is acti-
vated to increase the air flow rate through the fuel cell
stack 80, which in turn provides cooling to the fuel cell
stack 80. Specifically, the fuel cell stack 80 is cooled to
a target stack temperature. The target stack temperature
represents a target operating point based on a given pow-
er output setting.
[0044] The air flow required to cool the fuel cell stack
80 is based on the ambient temperature monitored by
the temperature sensor 140 situated adjacent to the in-
take, as well as a power output setting of the fuel cell 20
(FIG. 1). At higher flow rates, very low ambient temper-
atures make air-based cooling of the fuel cell stack 80
more efficient when compared to activating the liquid
pump 176 to circulate coolant through the heat exchang-
er 180 of the energy management control system 26.
The very low ambient temperatures are a function of the
fuel cell power output setting at a given time, and there-
fore is not a fixed number. However, as the value of the
ambient temperature rises, at some switch-over ambient
temperature it becomes more efficient to circulate coolant
through the heat exchanger 180. Thus, the control mod-
ule 92 continuously monitors the power consumed by the
air blower 132. In response to the control module 92 de-
termining that the power consumed by the air blower 132
is greater than an average power consumption by the
liquid pump 176, the control module 92 activates the liq-
uid pump 176 to circulate coolant through the fuel cell
stack 80.
[0045] During the heat removal mode, the valve control
94 opens the air valves 104, 106, closes the recirculation
valve 108, opens the air valves 110, 112, and closes the
water valves 114, 116. The port 240A of the two-way

diverting valve 118 located at the outlet conduit 121 and
the port 240B located upstream of the air valve 112 are
both opened, and the remaining port 240C is in the closed
position. Similarly, the port 242A of the two-way diverting
valve 120 located at the inlet conduit 123 and the port
242B located downstream of the condenser 130 are both
in the open position, and the remaining port 242C is in
the closed position. The control module 92 activates the
air blower 132 to recirculate air throughout the conduit
101 of the air snorkel 76.
[0046] The air-based heat removal mode is now ex-
plained. This mode is employed concurrently with deliv-
ering oxygen-containing air to the fuel cell stack 80 as
described above and shown in FIGS. 7A-7B. FIG. 12 is
a process flow diagram illustrating a method 1200 for air
cooling the fuel cell stack 80. Referring now to both FIGS.
10 and 11, the method 1200 begins at block 1202. In
block 1202, the valve control 94 opens the first air valve
104 directly adjacent to the air intake 70 and the valve
106 adjacent to the exhaust 72. The recirculation valve
108 is also closed, the air valves 110, 112 are opened,
and the water valves 114, 116 are closed. The method
1200 proceeds to block 1204. In block 1204, the blower
control 98 increases the speed of the air blower 132
above a minimum speed required to supply oxygen-con-
taining air to the fuel cell. The increased blower speed
results in an increased air flow rate and air-cooling ca-
pacity. The method 1200 then proceeds to decision block
1206. In decision block 1206, the control module 92 con-
tinuously monitors the power consumed by the air blower
132 and compares the power consumed by the air blower
132 to an amount of power consumed by the liquid pump
176 of the heat exchanger 180 for cooling the fuel cell
stack 80. In response to the control module 92 determin-
ing the power consumed by the air blower 132 is equal
to or less than the power consumed by the liquid pump
176, method proceed to block 1208. In block 1208, the
control module 92 continues to keep the air blower 132
activated to cool the fuel cell stack 80 to the target stack
temperature, and method 1200 then terminates.
[0047] In response to the control module 92 determin-
ing the air blower 132 consumes more power than the
power consumed by the liquid pump 176, the method
proceeds to block 1210. In block 1210 the control module
92 reduces the speed of the air blower 132 to achieve
the air flow rate needed for a given fuel-cell power output
setting, and activates the liquid pump 176 cool the fuel
cell stack 80 to the target stack temperature, and method
1200 then terminates.
[0048] FIGS. 13A-13B is an illustration of the fuel and
thermal management system 28 heating the metal-hy-
dride fuel-storage substrate in the fuel storage 34 to re-
lease gaseous hydrogen fuel. The metal-hydride fuel-
storage substrate is heated to a target temperature to
achieve target gaseous hydrogen fuel generation rate
before the fuel is sent to the fuel cell stack 80. Specifically,
the metal-hydride fuel storage substrate is heated to the
target temperature in order to achieve a target hydrogen
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gas evolution rate and operating pressure. The hydrogen
gas evolution/consumption rate is based on the target
power output of the fuel cell stack 80.
[0049] During heating of the metal-hydride fuel storage
substrate to release gaseous hydrogen fuel, the control
module 92 closes the flow valve 168 to block gaseous
hydrogen fuel from the fuel storage 34 from flowing to
the fuel cell stack 80. The control module 92 activates
the heater 202 to warm the fuel storage substrate to the
target fuel pressure. The control module 92 monitors the
pressure sensor 206 to determine gas pressure of the
fuel storage modules 40 and the temperature sensor 208
to determine an internal temperature of the fuel-storage
module 40. The heater 202 is deactivated in response to
determining that the gas pressure has reached or ex-
ceeded a predefined limit, or that the internal temperature
of the fuel-storage module 40 is at the target temperature.
The control module 92 activates the heater 202 based
on an on-and-off or duty cycle. Once the internal temper-
ature of the fuel-storage module 40 is at the target tem-
perature, the heater 202 is deactivated. Although FIGS.
13A-13B illustrates heating the metal-hydride fuel stor-
age substrate using the heater 202, in another example
the metal-hydride fuel storage substrate is heated by the
reaction waste heat from the fuel cell stack 80. Specifi-
cally, in one example an air exhaust (not illustrated) is
provided, where the air exhaust is heated by the reaction
waste heat from the fuel cell stack 80. The heated air is
circulated through the fuel storage 34 to provide heating
to the fuel.
[0050] FIG. 14 is a process flow is a process flow dia-
gram illustrating a method 1400 for heating the metal-
hydride fuel in the fuel storage 34 to release gaseous
hydrogen fuel. Referring now to both FIGS. 13 and 14,
the method 1400 begins at block 1402. In block 1402,
the valve control 160 closes the flow valve 168, which
blocks the flow of fuel from the fuel storage 34. The meth-
od 1400 then proceeds to block 1404. In block 1404, fuel
heater control 164 activates the heater 202. The method
1400 then proceeds to decision block 1406. In block
1406, control module 92 continuously monitors the pres-
sure sensor 206 and the temperature sensor 208, and
the heater 202 continues to heat the fuel storage sub-
strate in the fuel storage 34 to release gaseous hydrogen
fuel. In response to determining that the gas pressure
has reached or exceeded a predefined limit or that the
internal temperature of the fuel-storage module 40 is at
the target temperature, the control module 92 deactivates
the heater 202 and method 1400 terminates.
[0051] FIGS. 15A-15B are an illustration of using the
waste heat created by the fuel cell stack 80 to catalyze
hydrogen production. During hydrogen production, the
air snorkel 76 delivers oxygen to the fuel cell stack 80,
which is described above and illustrated in FIGS. 7A-7B.
The valve control 160 opens the flow valve 168 to allow
for hydrogen to flow to the fuel cell stack 80. The fuel and
thermal sensor control 166 monitors the pressure sensor
206 and the temperature sensor 208 of the fuel storage

34. The pump controls 162 activates both the primary
liquid pump 176 of the fuel cell stack 80 as well as the
secondary pump 188 of the fuel cell stack 80. The sec-
ondary pump 188 of the heat exchanger 180 circulates
coolant within the secondary circuit 189 between the fuel
storage 34 and the heat exchanger 180. The heat ex-
changer 180 draws waste heat from the fuel cell stack
80 through the primary circuit 177. The waste heat pro-
duced by the fuel cell stack 80 is conducted by the coolant
flowing through the heat exchanger 180, and the coolant
is circulated to the fuel storage 34 to heat the metal hy-
dride. Thus, waste heat generated by the fuel cell stack
80 is used to catalyze the hydrogen production of the
metal hydride stored in the fuel storage 34.
[0052] The three-way valve 186 includes three ports
280 for transporting cooling through the secondary circuit
189 from the fuel storage 34 to the heat exchanger 180.
One port 280 is fluidly connected to an outlet 187 of the
fuel storage 34, another port 280 is fluidly connected to
an inlet 185 of the heat exchanger 180, and a port 280
is fluidly connect to the water-cooled heat exchanger 195.
The three-way valve 182 also includes three ports 282
for transporting coolant within the secondary circuit 189
away from the heat exchanger 180 and to the fuel storage
34. One of the ports 282 is fluidly connected to an outlet
184 of the heat exchanger 180, another port 282 is fluidly
connected to an inlet 191 of the fuel storage 34, and the
remaining port 282 is connected to the water-cooled heat
exchanger 195. The pump controls 162 open the port
280 fluidly connected to the outlet 187 of the fuel storage
34 and the port 280 fluidly connected to the inlet 185 of
the heat exchanger. Moreover, the pump controls 162
open the port 282 fluidly connected to the outlet 184 and
the port 282 fluidly connected to the inlet 191 of the fuel
storage 34 of the three-way valve 182. Thus, coolant
flows through the secondary circuit 189 and is warmed
by the waste heat from the fuel cell stack 80 absorbed
by the heat exchanger 180. The coolant is then trans-
ported to the fuel storage 34 to heat the fuel stored there-
in.
[0053] Continuing to refer to FIGS. 15A-15B, the con-
trol module 92 monitors the temperature sensor 208 to
ensure that the internal temperature of the fuel storage
34 is maintained at the target temperature. The valve
control 160 and pump controls 162 adjusts the flow of
coolant to the fuel storage 34 to maintain the fuel at the
target temperature, where the three ports 282 of the
three-way valve 182 and the three ports 280 of the three-
way valve 186 are modulated to adjust the flow of coolant
to the fuel storage 34. Specifically, the three ports 282
of the three-way valve 182 and the three ports 280 of the
three-way valve 186 control the amount of coolant
through the heat exchanger 180 and the water-cooled
heat exchanger 195 to maintain the fuel at the target tem-
perature.
[0054] FIG. 16 is a process flow diagram illustrating a
method 1600 for using the waste heat created by the fuel
cell stack 80 to catalyze hydrogen production. Referring
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now to both FIGS. 15 and 16, the method 1600 begins
at block 1602. In block 1602, the valve control 160 opens
the flow valve 168. The method 1600 then proceeds to
block 1604. In block 1604, the fuel and thermal sensor
control 166 monitors the pressure sensor 206 and the
temperature sensor 208 of the fuel storage 34. The meth-
od 1600 then proceeds to block 1606. In block 1606, the
pump controls 162 activate both the primary liquid pump
176 of the fuel cell stack 80 as well as the secondary
pump 188 of the fuel cell stack 80. Thus, the secondary
pump 188 of the heat exchanger 180 circulates coolant
within the secondary circuit 189 between the fuel storage
34 and the heat exchanger 180. The heat exchanger 180
draws waste heat from the fuel cell stack 80 through the
primary circuit 177 that warms the fuel storage substrate
within the fuel storage 34 to the target temperature cor-
responding to a target gaseous hydrogen evolution rate.
The method 1600 then proceeds to block 1608. In block
1608, the control module 92 monitors the temperature
sensor 208 to ensure that the internal temperature of the
fuel-storage module 40 is maintained at the target tem-
perature. Specifically, the valve controls 160 and pump
controls 162 modulate the two open ports 282 of the
three-way valve 182 and the two open ports 280 of the
three-way valve 186 to adjust the flow of coolant to the
fuel storage 34. The method 1600 then terminates.
[0055] FIGS. 17A-17B are an illustration of the fuel and
thermal management system 28 removing reaction
waste heat from the fuel cell stack 80. Similar to the ex-
ample as shown in FIGS. 15A-15B, the air snorkel 76
delivers oxygen to the fuel cell stack 80, which is de-
scribed above and illustrated in FIGS. 7A-7B. The valve
control 160 opens the flow valve 168 to allow for fuel to
be sent to the fuel cell stack 80. The primary liquid pump
176 and the secondary pump 188 are both activated. The
port 280 of the three-way valve fluidly connected to an
outlet 187 of the fuel storage 34 is closed, and the port
280 is fluidly connected to the inlet 185 of the heat ex-
changer 180 and the port 280 is fluidly connected to the
water-cooled heat exchanger 195 are modulated to split
or divide the flow of coolant between the primary circuit
177 and the secondary circuit 189. The port 282 of the
three-way valve 182 fluidly connected to the outlet 184
of the heat exchanger 180 and the port 282 fluidly con-
nected to the water-cooled heat exchanger 195 are both
modulated as well, and the port 282 fluidly connected to
the inlet 191 of the fuel storage 34 is closed. Specifically,
the two port 282 of the three-way valve 182 are modu-
lated to split or divide the flow of coolant between the
primary circuit 177 and the secondary circuit. The coolant
flows through the secondary circuit 189, and into the wa-
ter-cooled heat exchanger 195 to be cooled. In other
words, reaction waste heat produced by the fuel cell stack
80 is conducted by coolant flowing through the heat ex-
changer 180, and the coolant is circulated to the water-
cooled heat exchanger 195, which is cooled by a body
of water that the unmanned surface vehicle 12 is de-
ployed within.

[0056] The control module 92 monitors the tempera-
ture sensor 198 to monitor the temperature of the coolant
in the secondary circuit 189. The control module 92 also
monitors the temperature sensor 210 to determine the
temperature of the fuel cell stack 80. The coolant flow
through the primary circuit 177 is adjusted by controlling
the flow rate of the liquid pump 176 and the coolant flow
in the secondary circuit 189 is adjusted by controlling the
flow rate of the pump 188. Specifically, the coolant flow
rates of the primary circuit 177 and the secondary circuit
189 are adjusted to maintain the fuel cell stack 80 at the
target stack temperature.
[0057] FIG. 18 is a process flow diagram illustrating a
method 1800 for removing reaction waste heat from the
fuel cell stack 80. Referring now to both FIGS. 17 and
18, the method 1800 begins at block 1802. In block 1802,
the valve control 160 opens the flow valve 168. The meth-
od 1800 then proceeds to block 1804. In block 1804, the
control module 92 monitors the temperature sensor 210
of the fuel cell stack 80. The method 1800 then proceeds
to block 1806. In block 1806, the control module 92 ac-
tivates both the primary liquid pump 176 as well as the
secondary pump 188. As seen in FIGS. 17A-17B, the
water-cooled heat exchanger 195 removes the reaction
waste heat from the coolant flowing through the second-
ary circuit 189. The method 1800 then proceeds to block
1808. In block 1808, the control module 92 monitors the
temperature sensor 210 to ensure that the fuel cell stack
80 is maintained at the target stack temperature. Specif-
ically, the pump 188 adjusts the amount of coolant flowing
into the water-cooled heat exchanger 195 in order to
maintain the fuel cell stack 80 at the target stack temper-
ature. The method 1800 then terminates.
[0058] Referring generally to the figures, technical ef-
fects and benefits of the disclosure include a power sys-
tem having a fuel cell that provides the power required
to operate the unmanned surface vehicle, especially dur-
ing long duration missions. The disclosed power system
allows for relatively simple and easy refueling of the fuel
cell, includes high efficiency, and also includes a relative
low noise signature. The power system includes ex-
changeable fuel-storage modules that provide the addi-
tional energy, thereby allowing the unmanned surface
vehicle to operate in harsh conditions for long durations
of time. The air snorkel provides air to operate the fuel
cell while the unmanned surface vehicle is deployed with-
in a body of water, and also provides other functions as
well that remove water from the fuel cell stack, preheat
the fuel cell stack during cold ambient temperatures, and
also removes waste heat from the fuel cell stack. The
fuel and thermal management system heats the fuel stor-
age substrate in the fuel storage to catalyze hydrogen
production, uses waste heat created by the fuel cell stack
to catalyze hydrogen production (if the fuel storage stores
metal hydride), and also removes waste heat from the
fuel cell stack.
[0059] Further, the disclosure comprises examples ac-
cording to the following clauses:
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Clause 1. A power system (10) for an unmanned
surface vehicle (12), the power system (10) compris-
ing:

a fuel cell (20) including a fuel cell stack (80),
wherein the fuel cell stack (80) includes a fuel
inlet (42), an air inlet (60), and an exhaust outlet
(50);

a fuel storage (34) including at least one fuel-
storage module (40) fluidly connected to the fuel
inlet (42) of the fuel cell stack (80), wherein the
fuel-storage module (40) is a source of is a
source of energy for the fuel cell (20);

an air management system (30) fluidly connect-
ed to the air inlet (60) and the exhaust outlet (50)
of the fuel cell (20); and

an air snorkel (76) that is part of the air manage-
ment system (30) and provides air to operate
the fuel cell (20) while the unmanned surface
vehicle (12) is deployed within a body of water,
wherein the air snorkel (76) includes:

an air intake (70) for receiving ambient air
supplied to the fuel cell stack (80); and

an exhaust (72) for expelling exhausted air
and exhausted water-vapor created by the
fuel cell stack (80).

Clause 2. The power system (10) of Clause 1, where-
in the air snorkel (76) includes a conduit (101), a first
air valve (104), and a second air valve (106), and
wherein the ambient air enters the conduit (101)
through the air intake (70), the exhausted air and
exhausted water-vapor exit the conduit (101)
through the exhaust (72), the first air valve (104) is
fluidly connected to the air intake (70), and the sec-
ond air valve (106) is fluidly connected to the exhaust
(72).

Clause 3. The power system (10) of Clause 1 or
Clause 2, wherein the conduit (101) defines a sump
(113, 115) and the air snorkel (76) includes a water
pump (122) fluidly connected to the sump (113, 115),
and water collected within the sump (113, 115) is
removed by closing the first air valve (104) and the
second air valve (106) and then activating the water
pump (122).

Clause 4. The power system (10) of any of Clauses
1 to 3, wherein the air snorkel (76) includes a conduit
(101), an air blower (132), and a heater (134) located
downstream of the air blower (132), wherein the air
blower (132) circulates forced air throughout the con-
duit (101) when activated, and the heater (134) ele-

vates the temperature of the forced air circulated by
the air blower (132).

Clause 5. The power system (10) of any of Clauses
1 to 4, wherein the conduit (101) is fluidly connected
to the fuel cell stack (80) and the forced air travels
from the conduit (101) to the fuel cell stack (80) to
warm the fuel cell stack (80) to a warm-up temper-
ature.

Clause 6. The power system (10) of any of Clauses
1 to 5, wherein the air snorkel (76) includes a recir-
culation valve (108) and a conduit (101), wherein the
recirculation valve (108) is a variable flow valve lo-
cated along the conduit (101) and mixes the ambient
air entering the air intake (70) with the exhausted air
from the exhaust (72).

Clause 7. The power system (10) of any of Clauses
1 to 6, wherein the conduit (101) is fluidly connected
to the fuel cell stack (80) and the recirculation valve
108 is opened into either a fully opened position or
one of a plurality of variable positions to raise a tem-
perature of the ambient air to a target fuel cell oper-
ating temperature.

Clause 8. The power system (10) of any of Clauses
1 to 7, comprising a control module (92) in commu-
nication with a humidity sensor (260) and an ambient
humidity sensor (88), wherein the humidity sensor
(260) is positioned within a conduit (101) of the air
snorkel (76) to detect moisture in air exiting the fuel
cell stack (80), and the ambient humidity sensor (88)
indicates an ambient air humidity.

Clause 9. The power system (10) of any of Clauses
1 to 8, wherein the control module (92) is in commu-
nication with a condenser (130) and an air blower
(132), and wherein the control module (92) activates
the condenser (130) and the air blower (132) in re-
sponse to determining that the ambient air humidity
exceeds a threshold relative humidity and the fuel
cell stack 80 contains a substantial amount of mois-
ture.

Clause 10. The power system (10) of any of Clauses
1 to 9, comprising a control module (92) in commu-
nication with an air blower (132), wherein control
module (92) activates the air blower (132) to recir-
culate air throughout a conduit (101) of the air snorkel
(76).

Clause 11. The power system (10) of any of Clauses
1 to 10, wherein the control module (92) continuously
monitors power consumed by the air blower (132)
and compares the power consumed by the air blower
(132) to an amount of power consumed by a liquid
pump (176) of a heat exchanger (180) for cooling
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the fuel cell stack (80).

Clause 12. The power system (10) of any of Clauses
1 to 11, wherein the control module (92) continues
to keep the air blower (132) activated to cool the fuel
cell stack (80) to a target stack temperature in re-
sponse to determining the power consumed by the
air blower (132) is equal to or less than the average
power consumption by the liquid pump (176).

Clause 13. The power system (10) of any of Clauses
1 to 12, wherein the control module (92) deactivates
the air blower (132) and activates the liquid pump
(176) to cool the fuel cell stack to a target stack tem-
perature in response to determining the air blower
(132) consumes more power than the amount of
power consumed by the liquid pump (176) of the heat
exchanger (180).

Clause 14. The power system (10) of any of Clause
1 to 13, comprising a heat exchanger (180) for re-
moving waste heat produced by the fuel cell stack
(80) during operation and a primary liquid pump
(176), wherein the primary liquid pump (176) circu-
lates coolant flowing a primary circuit (177) between
the fuel cell stack (80) and the heat exchanger (180).

Clause 15. The power system (10) of any of Clauses
1 to 14, comprising a heat exchanger (180) for re-
moving waste heat produced by the fuel cell stack
(80) during operation and a secondary pump (188),
wherein the secondary pump (188) circulates cool-
ant in a secondary circuit (189) between the fuel stor-
age (34) and the heat exchanger (180).

Clause 16. A power system (10) for an unmanned
surface vehicle (12), the power system (10) compris-
ing:

a fuel cell (20) including a fuel cell stack (80),
wherein the fuel cell stack (80) includes a fuel
inlet (42);

a fuel storage (34) including at least one fuel-
storage module (40) fluidly connected to the fuel
inlet (42) of the fuel cell stack (80), wherein the
fuel-storage module (40) is a source of energy
for the fuel cell (20);

a fuel and thermal management system (28) flu-
idly connected to the fuel inlet (42) of the fuel
cell stack (80), wherein the fuel and thermal
management system (28) comprises:

a heat exchanger (180) in thermal commu-
nication with the fuel cell stack (80) for re-
moving waste heat produced by the fuel cell
stack (80) during operation; and

a flow valve (168), a pressure regulator
(170), and a conduit (172), wherein the con-
duit (172) fluidly connects the fuel storage
(34) to the fuel cell stack (80), and the flow
valve (168) and the pressure regulator (170)
are both located along the conduit (172).

Clause 17. The power system (10) of Clause 16,
comprising a control module 92 in communication
with both of the flow valve (168) and a heater (202),
wherein the flow valve (168) is closed to block fuel
from the fuel storage (34) from flowing to the fuel cell
stack (80), and control module (92) activates the
heater (202) to warm a fuel storage substrate to a
target temperature to achieve a target gaseous hy-
drogen fuel generation rate.

Clause 18. The power system (10) of Clause 16 or
17, wherein the fuel storage (34) stores metal hy-
dride.

Clause 19. The power system (10) of any of Clauses
16 to 18, wherein the waste heat produced by the
fuel cell stack (80) is conducted by a coolant flowing
through the heat exchanger (180), and the coolant
is circulated to the fuel storage (34) to heat the metal
hydride.

Clause 20. The power system (10) of any of Clauses
16 to 19, wherein the waste heat produced by the
fuel cell stack (80) is conducted by coolant flowing
through the heat exchanger (180) and the coolant is
circulated to a water-cooled heat exchanger (195).

Clause 21. A method of providing air to operate a
fuel cell (20) of a power system (10) used to power
an unmanned surface vehicle (12), wherein the air
is provided while the unmanned surface vehicle (12)
is deployed within a body of water, the method com-
prising:

fluidly connecting a fuel storage (34) including
at least one fuel-storage module (40) to a fuel
inlet (42) of a fuel cell stack (80) of the fuel cell
(20), wherein the fuel-storage module (40) is a
source of is a source of energy for the fuel cell
(20);

fluidly connecting an air management system
(30) to an air inlet (60) and an exhaust outlet
(50) of the fuel cell (20);

fluidly connecting an air management system
(30) to the air inlet (60) and the exhaust outlet
(50) of the fuel cell (20); and

providing air to operate the fuel cell (20) by an
air snorkel (76) that is part of the air management
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system, wherein the air snorkel (76) includes an
air intake (70) for receiving ambient air supplied
to the fuel cell stack (80) and an exhaust (72)
for expelling exhausted air and exhausted wa-
ter-vapor created by the fuel cell stack (80).

Clause 22. The method of Clause 21, comprising
providing the air snorkel (76) with a conduit (101), a
first air valve (104), and a second air valve (106),
and the ambient air enters the conduit (101) through
the air intake (70), the exhausted air and exhausted
water-vapor exit the conduit (101) through the ex-
haust (72), the first air valve (104) is fluidly connected
to the air intake (70), and the second air valve (106)
is fluidly connected to the exhaust (72).

Clause 23. The method of Clause 21 or 22, compris-
ing removing water collected within a sump (113,
115) by closing the first air valve (104) and the sec-
ond air valve (106) and then activating a water pump
(122), wherein the sump (113, 115) is defined by the
conduit (101) and the water pump (122) is fluidly con-
nected to the sump (113, 115).

[0060] While the forms of apparatus and methods
herein described constitute preferred examples of this
invention, it is to be understood that the invention is not
limited to these precise forms of apparatus and methods,
and the changes may be made therein without departing
from the scope of the invention.

Claims

1. A power system (10) for an unmanned surface ve-
hicle (12), the power system (10) comprising:

a fuel cell (20) including a fuel cell stack (80),
wherein the fuel cell stack (80) includes a fuel
inlet (42), an air inlet (60), and an exhaust outlet
(50);
a fuel storage (34) including at least one fuel-
storage module (40) fluidly connected to the fuel
inlet (42) of the fuel cell stack (80), wherein the
fuel-storage module (40) is a source of is a
source of energy for the fuel cell (20);
an air management system (30) fluidly connect-
ed to the air inlet (60) and the exhaust outlet (50)
of the fuel cell (20); and
an air snorkel (76) that is part of the air manage-
ment system (30) and provides air to operate
the fuel cell (20) while the unmanned surface
vehicle (12) is deployed within a body of water,
wherein the air snorkel (76) includes:

an air intake (70) for receiving ambient air
supplied to the fuel cell stack (80); and
an exhaust (72) for expelling exhausted air

and exhausted water-vapor created by the
fuel cell stack (80).

2. The power system (10) of claim 1, wherein the air
snorkel (76) includes a conduit (101), a first air valve
(104), and a second air valve (106), and wherein the
ambient air enters the conduit (101) through the air
intake (70), the exhausted air and exhausted water-
vapor exit the conduit (101) through the exhaust (72),
the first air valve (104) is fluidly connected to the air
intake (70), and the second air valve (106) is fluidly
connected to the exhaust (72).

3. The power system (10) of claim 2, wherein the con-
duit (101) defines a sump (113, 115) and the air snor-
kel (76) includes a water pump (122) fluidly connect-
ed to the sump (113, 115), and water collected within
the sump (113, 115) is removed by closing the first
air valve (104) and the second air valve (106) and
then activating the water pump (122).

4. The power system (10) of any one of claims 1-3,
wherein the air snorkel (76) includes a conduit (101),
an air blower (132), and a heater (134) located down-
stream of the air blower (132), wherein the air blower
(132) circulates forced air throughout the conduit
(101) when activated, and the heater (134) elevates
the temperature of the forced air circulated by the air
blower (132).

5. The power system (10) of any one of claims 1-4,
wherein the air snorkel (76) includes a recirculation
valve (108) and a conduit (101), wherein the recir-
culation valve (108) is a variable flow valve located
along the conduit (101) and mixes the ambient air
entering the air intake (70) with the exhausted air
from the exhaust (72).

6. The power system (10) of claim 5, wherein the con-
duit (101) is fluidly connected to the fuel cell stack
(80) and the recirculation valve 108 is opened into
either a fully opened position or one of a plurality of
variable positions to raise a temperature of the am-
bient air to a target fuel cell operating temperature.

7. The power system (10) of any one of claims 1-6,
comprising a control module (92) in communication
with a humidity sensor (260) and an ambient humid-
ity sensor (88), wherein the humidity sensor (260) is
positioned within a conduit (101) of the air snorkel
(76) to detect moisture in air exiting the fuel cell stack
(80), and the ambient humidity sensor (88) indicates
an ambient air humidity and wherein the control mod-
ule (92) is in communication with a condenser (130)
and an air blower (132), and wherein the control mod-
ule (92) activates the condenser (130) and the air
blower (132) in response to determining that the am-
bient air humidity exceeds a threshold relative hu-
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midity and the fuel cell stack 80 contains a substantial
amount of moisture.

8. The power system (10) of any one of claims 1-7,
comprising a control module (92) in communication
with an air blower (132), wherein control module (92)
activates the air blower (132) to recirculate air
throughout a conduit (101) of the air snorkel (76) and
wherein the control module (92) continuously mon-
itors power consumed by the air blower (132) and
compares the power consumed by the air blower
(132) to an amount of power consumed by a liquid
pump (176) of a heat exchanger (180) for cooling
the fuel cell stack (80).

9. The power system (10) of claim 8, wherein the control
module (92) continues to keep the air blower (132)
activated to cool the fuel cell stack (80) to a target
stack temperature in response to determining the
power consumed by the air blower (132) is equal to
or less than the average power consumption by the
liquid pump (176).

10. The power system (10) of claim 8 or 9, wherein the
control module (92) deactivates the air blower (132)
and activates the liquid pump (176) to cool the fuel
cell stack to a target stack temperature in response
to determining the air blower (132) consumes more
power than the amount of power consumed by the
liquid pump (176) of the heat exchanger (180).

11. A power system (10) for an unmanned surface ve-
hicle (12), the power system (10) comprising:

a fuel cell (20) including a fuel cell stack (80),
wherein the fuel cell stack (80) includes a fuel
inlet (42);
a fuel storage (34) including at least one fuel-
storage module (40) fluidly connected to the fuel
inlet (42) of the fuel cell stack (80), wherein the
fuel-storage module (40) is a source of energy
for the fuel cell (20);
a fuel and thermal management system (28) flu-
idly connected to the fuel inlet (42) of the fuel
cell stack (80), wherein the fuel and thermal
management system (28) comprises:

a heat exchanger (180) in thermal commu-
nication with the fuel cell stack (80) for re-
moving waste heat produced by the fuel cell
stack (80) during operation; and
a flow valve (168), a pressure regulator
(170), and a conduit (172), wherein the con-
duit (172) fluidly connects the fuel storage
(34) to the fuel cell stack (80), and the flow
valve (168) and the pressure regulator (170)
are both located along the conduit (172).

12. The power system (10) of claim 11, wherein the fuel
storage (34) stores metal hydride and wherein the
waste heat produced by the fuel cell stack (80) is
conducted by a coolant flowing through the heat ex-
changer (180), and the coolant is circulated to the
fuel storage (34) to heat the metal hydride.

13. A method of providing air to operate a fuel cell (20)
of a power system (10) of any one of claims 1-12
used to power an unmanned surface vehicle (12),
wherein the air is provided while the unmanned sur-
face vehicle (12) is deployed within a body of water,
the method comprising:

fluidly connecting a fuel storage (34) including
at least one fuel-storage module (40) to a fuel
inlet (42) of a fuel cell stack (80) of the fuel cell
(20), wherein the fuel-storage module (40) is a
source of is a source of energy for the fuel cell
(20);
fluidly connecting an air management system
(30) to an air inlet (60) and an exhaust outlet
(50) of the fuel cell (20);
fluidly connecting an air management system
(30) to the air inlet (60) and the exhaust outlet
(50) of the fuel cell (20); and
providing air to operate the fuel cell (20) by an
air snorkel (76) that is part of the air management
system, wherein the air snorkel (76) includes an
air intake (70) for receiving ambient air supplied
to the fuel cell stack (80) and an exhaust (72)
for expelling exhausted air and exhausted wa-
ter-vapor created by the fuel cell stack (80).

14. The method of claim 13, comprising providing the air
snorkel (76) with a conduit (101), a first air valve
(104), and a second air valve (106), and the ambient
air enters the conduit (101) through the air intake
(70), the exhausted air and exhausted water-vapor
exit the conduit (101) through the exhaust (72), the
first air valve (104) is fluidly connected to the air in-
take (70), and the second air valve (106) is fluidly
connected to the exhaust (72).

15. The method claim 14, comprising removing water
collected within a sump (113, 115) by closing the first
air valve (104) and the second air valve (106) and
then activating a water pump (122), wherein the
sump (113, 115) is defined by the conduit (101) and
the water pump (122) is fluidly connected to the sump
(113, 115).
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